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Abstract— The increase in demand in the field of medical 

science and military there are refrigerators used. Also 

refrigeration in air-conditioning, food preservation, and 

coding of electronic devices temperature control led to the 

production of more electricity and consequently on increase 

of CO2 in the atmosphere. Thermoelectric refrigeration is 

new concept because it can reduced the use of electricity to 

produced cooling effect, it also convert waste electricity into 

useful cooling, is expected to play an important role in 

meeting today. They differ from standard refrigerators used 

in restaurant or home because they need to be very hygienic 

and complexly reliable. This refrigerator also work in power 

failure condition. In this paper, the design requirement, basic 

knowledge of the thermoelectric device, final design and 

overview of these application are given. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Conventional Refrigeration system such as compressor and a 

working field to transfer heat. It consequently more release of 

harmful gas like CO2 gas and any other refrigerant gases all 

over the world which causes global warming. Thermoelectric 

refrigeration is new alternative method. The thermoelectric 

modules are made up of semiconductor materials which 

located electrically connected in series and thermally in 

parallel which cold from one side and hot to the other side. A 

French Scientist Peltier Was discovered the peltier effect in 

1834. A peltier effect is converse of seebeck effect whereby 

heat is absorb when an electric current passes across a 

junction between dissimilar materials. As electron flow from 

n type material top type material, then heat is absorb that is 

peltier get cooled and when the electron flows from p type to 

n type material then heat is liberated so peltier gets heated. 

The objective of this project to design and develop portable 

refrigerator that utilize the peltier effect to refrigerate and 

maintain a specified temperature. 
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III. METHODOLOGY  

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Overall System 

The design progressed through a series of steps. These were 

identification of the problem, analyze problem, Selection of 

Component, design and assemble the components.  

A. SMPS  

Power supply is used for appliances such as computers, 

machines, refrigerator and so on. These electrical and 

electronic load require various forms of power at different 

ranges and with different characteristics. So, for this reason 

the power is converted into the required forms by using some 

power electronics convertors or power convertors. The power 

supply convert the input power from one form to another 

form is called as Switch-mode power supply. It is used to 

obtain DC output voltage from AC or DC input voltages. It is 

converted into DC by rectification process using a rectifier 

and filter. This DC voltage is given to the large-filter 

capacitor or PFC (Power Factor Correction) circuits for 

correction of power factor. The rectifier gives short current 

pulses having high-frequency energy hence the power factor 

to reduce. AC input is used.The rectifier and filter are used 

for converting the AC into DC and switching is done by using 

a power MOSFET.The switching action is controlled by 

feedbacks which utilize the PWM oscillator. This AC voltage 

is fed to the output transformer to step down or step up the 

voltage levels. Then, the transformer output is rectified and 

filters. A feedback circuit is used to control the output voltage 

by comparing it with the reference voltage. 

 
Fig. 2: SMPS 
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B. Battery 

Battery is a device used to store energy into a secondary cell 

.The motor is powered by 12v, 7.5 amp supplies. This battery 

can be rechargeable. 

 
Fig. 3: 12v Battery 

C. Peltier Effect 

Internal structure of peltier consists of array of bismuth 

telluride semiconductor pellets they carries either positive or 

negative the majority current alternate p & n type 

semiconductor are connected electrically in series & 

thermally in parallel. 

When we connect positive side of battery to n -type 

semiconductor & negative to p-type semiconductor or holes 

and dc current passes through it is absorb from one substrate 

and release it to the opposite side of substrate. The surface the 

heat is absorbing that become cold and opposite side where 

heat is liberates it become hot when we reverse the polarity 

then it results in reverse hot and cold side. 

 
Fig. 4: Peltier Effect 

 
Fig. 5: 12706 Thermoelectric Peltier Sensor 

D. Heat-Sink 

Heat-Sink is a passive heat exchanger that transfers the heat 

generated into a coolant fluid in motion. Then transferred heat 

leaves the device with the fluid in motion, therefore allowing 

to regulate the device temperature. 

 
Fig.6: Heat Sink 

E. CPU Fan 

A computer fan is any fan attached to a device used for active 

cooling and it expel warm air from inside, or move air across 

a heat sink to cool a particular component. 

 
Fig.6: CPU Fan 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

1) Portable refrigerators are very light, low in cost, silent in 

operation. 

2) Traditional AC systems consume too much energy, but 

Portable Refrigerator works on AC & DC both. 

3) People like doing outdoor activities, portable refrigerator 

is used. 

4) When power supply is provided to the peltier module 

then absorption of heat (cool side) on one side and 

rejection of heat (hot side) on other side. 

5) Conventional systems can use or generate harmful gasses 

like Chloro Fluoro Carbons (CFCs) and Hydro 

Chlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs).The peltier module can’t 

use or generate these harmful gasses. 

6) Peltier module can control precise temperature. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Experimental work has been carried out carefully and 

successfully. This Refrigerator is very useful in case of power 

failure.This Refrigerator can be better option to use for 

Outdoor activities and home. This Refrigerator is ecofriendly 

does not use any refrigerant gas. It use TER refrigeration. 
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